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It is not simple to define the contemporary Israeli architecture, there are many reason. Certainly, the political
situation plays important roles.

For the last 58 years, Israelis have been struggling with a seemingly endless succession of war and violence.
Most of the resources are dedicated for defense.
Daily economic challenges as well posed by a small, young country that has absorbed many waves of
immigrants. These circumstances forced a fast growing populating that lead to a creation of cost effective
architecture…maybe better to call it Boxes style.

Professor Hanan deLange, industrial designer that deals with architecture as well is a good example for it. As
an Industrial designer the details and the material junction is a focal point of creation and high finishes. “The
architecture is influence allot by money, in Israel, by trying to save money the entrepreneurs taking people
that are not scale enough, therefore the projects suffer from a low finishes and bad reputation. Where there is
money we can find good projects”. Delange, as the head of the master degree in Bezalel academy trying to
implant in his students and in the public the values of design and the discussion on it, in order to be able to
create critique. “Just by good critique we will be able to improve ourselves.”

As architects, we need to confront not only the daily competition but our clients as well. There is a very low
amount of time for descent research; the clients are whiling to pay for practical doing and not for intellectual
making. We need to create design language from scratch, define new architectural borders and after all
struggle for our fee. We create from a vacuum; we do not have culture of architecture, no routes, no tradition.
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It is not like walking in Rome, Paris, inhaling the greatest architecture of the leading architects that
surrounding you. There are of course some of us that are influenced by the Bauhaus style, such as Mark
Topoloski, that build in Israel and abroad, he uses in his projects simple materials like glass, steel and
concrete.
Topoloski pointed on a new wave of clients. “More and more I meet clients that are much more open to the
world, to changes, they are traveling allot and therefore their needs and expectations become much higher”
Somehow, I felt that there is bigger then needed amount of discussions about the Bauhaus and the
international style, Tel-Aviv was even announced as the White city. It is true that here we can find the highest
number of building in this style, but this is not Israeli at all, the new immigrant architects brought it with
them in the 30-s .

What is then Israeli design? Does Israeli architecture exist?
By searching for answer the patriot spirit, capture me….will this spirit stays for long?
There was a widespread assumption that everything needs to be blue & white, the colors of our flag. The
government wanted to promote the local market by producing everything.
By looking deep into what actually happens we find that the builders and constructors are imported from
different countries like Romania, china and Thailand to do most of the physical works. As well, Most of the
components of the house are imported. There is accumulation of styles and trends; there is no spine or
groundwork base. In spite of that, when I looked carefully into details I found very interesting creations, and
some great desire and craving for peace and serene, escaping from all the surrounding noises and
difficulties.

The Campus in Ashdod been characterized by curvilinear lines provide a feeling of peace and fluidity, a quiet
and dynamic physical shapes. Haim Dotan, the architect, trying to develop a new architectural language more
sensitive to humankind and nature, whereby tectonic forms replace the standard geometric architectural
boxes, integrating harmoniously with nature. (graduated in south California, U.S.A, working around the
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world. in his past a jazz dancer and a great fan of music. Bringing a new musical dance to his architecture.)
“Instead of going out to the nature to look for tranquility, let’s bring it to the city by creating buildings that
dance with each other and not trying to force themselves on the city environment”.
His other project was the concert hall that is influence by the pearls & shells he found by walking on the
beach near the location of the building.

Another example, Alex Meitlis, architect, in his project for the study building of “Human behavior” in the
Ben-Gurion University, in the dessert in Israel deals with a problematic issue of strong light.
“The light is so strong in this area therefore the metaphor was of a building that conceals itself under a tree.
We avoid a direct light into the building. The labs located in the Black box, and on the other hand the offices
are open and covered by glass”.
The use of glass was very brave in the hot dessert, and he succeeds with poor materials to communicate with
the local landscape. For Meitlis working in our Israeli vacuum gives him much more freedom to do what he
wants, and to be wilder.
Another studio that play with light effects and the hot weather in this area is Ha-Heder partnership, studio
the architects, Hanan Pomagrin, Brad Pinchuck & Boubi Luxembourg.
In their project in Even-Yehuda they created cooler areas, boxes of light as integral part of the architecture.

While researching the essence of the Israeli contemporary design for this article I came to realize that one of
my goals, as a designer is to create spaces that will provide inner silence. Escaping from the permanent attack
noise that surrounded us in our daily life.
In one of my project I was working on in Trieste, I was trying to look for peaceful places so that my client
could find his tranquility. As well, I wanted to use the environment as a model to understand the hierarchy of
the house interior.
The house located on the seashore, with different levels - the terraces shape.
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In this case, the symmetry helped to make order in the chaotic existing spaces by creating a main axis that
started out side of the house, from the entrance, crosses it and breaks out to a Zen balcony looking at the
spectacular view of the sea. This axis, the black stairs, joints the different parts of the house.
I found that architects are using wisely the surrounding of the project, and by that gives the building a
respect and connection to its location.

This phenomenon opens in our country a new horizon for creativity and local style.
There are good designers and even some very good projects. New restaurant and full of trendy Bars and
clubs. Many of the designer trying to create in their projects a unique sense of humor and a total design look.
After all being Israeli characterize with a great potential and optimism, we should not forget that for 58 years
we are still believing that the peace will prevail in our area….so maybe the cultural & the essence for creating
great architecture and design will come as well. I am aware of the fact it can take years, but the upraise of
good Architects that will concentrate in the uniqueness of a western country located in two third of its part in
the dessert, with challenges such as strong light and hot climate, Will be able to combine all and to create a
peaceful environment that will give the people better shelters.
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